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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0422484A2] A cable tapping device has an outer housing (11, 12) of high strength, consisting especially of metal, in which there is
inserted at least one terminal body (37, 38, 39, 40) which is equipped with at least one row of teeth (71, 72, 73, 74). The teeth (71...) press through
the cable jacket of a main cable to the cable core during clamping. Each terminal body (37...) is provided with a hole (75) for holding the stripped
end of a tapped cable. Provided for clamping is a mating piece (44, 45) against which the main cable is pressed, each row of teeth running at right
angles to the direction of the hole axis. In this case, the distance of the tip of at least one tooth (72, 73), which is located between two external
teeth (71, 74) of each row (67, 68, 69, 70), from the centre plane which contains the hole axis and runs at right angles to the clamping direction is
greater than the distance of the tips of the two external teeth from the centre plane (lateral centre plane). The teeth run approximately parallel to the
clamping direction. Because of the tooth shape and tooth length, different cables of any diameter can be clamped, each clamping body (37...) being
capable of insertion in the tapping device (10) in two positions offset through 180 DEG . <IMAGE>
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